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This study investigated the relationships between locus

of control and perceived contingency of parental rewards and

punishments. Questionnaires measuring subjects' locus of

control and their perception of parental contingency behavior

were administered to undergraduate college students. The

obtained measures of contingency of parental rewards and

punishments were correlated with scores on Rotter's I-E

Scale. Of the maternal contingency factors, only noncon-

tingent punishment related significantly and negatively to

internality (males only). Paternal contingent punishment

related positively and significantly to internality for

both males and females. There was a significant negative

relationship between paternal noncontingent punishment and

internality (males only). None of the parental reward

factors related significantly to locus of control.
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LOCUS OF CONTROL AS A FUNCTION OF PERCEIVED CONTINGENCY

OF PARENTAL REWARDS AND PUNISHMENTS

The concept of internal versus external (I-E) locus of

perceived control of reinforcement is an integral part of

Julian B. Rotter's social learning theory (Rotter, 1954).

Locus of control refers to the degree to which individuals

attribute the various events of their lives as being due to

their own actions (internal control), and therefore control-

lable, or as being unrelated to any action on their part

and therefore beyond personal control (external control).

An internal locus of control describes an individual who

sees himself as commanding his own destiny, as controlling

his life and his positive and negative reinforcements, while

an external locus of control describes an individual who

believes his destiny is beyond his influence and is con-

trolled by others around him or unseen forces such as fate,

luck, or God.

In Rotter's social learning theory, the potential for

any behavior to occur in a particular situation is a function

of (1) the person's expectancy that a given behavior will

secure the available reinforcement and (2) the value of the

available reinforcement for that person. For example, in a

given circumstance an individual, though desirous of an avail-

able goal, may believe that there is no behavior in his
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repertoire that will allow him to effectively secure that

goal. Within this situation the person may be described

as anticipating no contingency between any effort on his

part and the results of the situation. Thus, the potential

for the occurrence of any effective behavior is very slight,

since the individual believes that he cannot be effective in

obtaining the goal. Similarly, the potential for effective

behavior is very great for an individual who desires a goal

and believes in the effectiveness of some behavior in his

repertoire. These two situations describe single instances

of external and internal control respectively. However, far

from being an expectancy which is specific only to certain

situations, the I-E construct is hypothesized by Rotter (1966)

to be a generalized expectancy, being an abstraction developed

by the individual from the totality of experience in which

expectancies have met with varying degrees of validation.

Measures of the I-E construct have been found to be re-

lated to a wide range of social behavior. For example, some

notable correlates of the I-E dimension include retention of

personally relevant information (Seeman, 1963)., conformity

(Crowne & Liverant, 1963), social action taking (Gore &

Rotter, 1963), preference for skill or chance reinforce-

ments (Rotter & Mulry, 1965), school achievement (Coleman,

Campbell, Hobson, McPortland, and Mood, 1966), information

seeking (Davis & Phares, 1967), level of aspiration behavior

(Bartel, 1971; Coleman, et al., 1966; Lefcourt, 1967),
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verbal fluency (Brecher & Denmark, 1969), resistance to

subtle influence (Biondo, 1971), and success in therapy

(Gillis & Jessor, 1970; Smith, 1970).

Granting the importance and utility of the construct,

relatively little work has been done to delineate the devel-

opmental aspects of locus of control. To date, the majority

of studies that have attempted to provide information about

the origins of I-E tendencies have centered on the area of

parental antecedents, though several studies have investi-

gated such topics as age correlates and sociocultural influ-

ences.

In an early study, Crandall, Katkovsky, and Crandall

(1965) reported that beliefs in internal control are well

established during childhood and increase little from the

third through the twelfth grade. Supporting evidence has

been supplied by Penk (1969) who proposed a developmental

hypothesis that, associated with increasing mastery of one's

environment, there should be a corresponding increase in a

child's feelings that events are under his control. Like-

wise there should be a decrease in the generalized view that

events are the product of chance. Using children aged seven

to eleven, Penk observed several main effects but none inter-

acted significantly with I-E. The significant relationship

obtained was between levels of verbal abstraction and I-E

control, with children employing verbally mature abstractions

tending to be internalizers. That no developmentally based
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changes in I-E orientation were observed seems to substan-

tiate the findings of Crandall et al. that the orientation

is formed early in childhood and remains largely unchanged

at least through adolescence.

Chance (1965) reported that maternal permissiveness,

early independence training, and mothers' flexibility of

expectations for their children were positively related to

an internal orientation in sons, but not significantly re-

lated to either an internal or an external orientation for

daughters. Conversely, Katkovsky, Crandall, and Good (1967)

found that elementary school girls whose fathers were espe-

cially affectionate and nurturant were less prone to believe

that they had caused their own failures; i.e., they were

externalizers. With the exception of the above, their find-

ings generally indicated that parental behaviors characterized

as warm, praising, protective, and supportive were positively

associated with children's belief in internal control. Nega-

tive parental behaviors such as dominance, rejection, and

criticality were negatively associated with internal control.

Davis and Phares (1969) report two studies dealing with

parental antecedents of locus of control. The first study

was designed to determine I-E orientation as a function of

children's reports of parental behavior and child-rearing

practices as described by parents. Several significant

parent main effects were obtained, but none interacted with

I-E. Sex of child did not produce a significant main effect,
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so data was pooled across sexes. Internals did perceive

their parents as showing more positive involvement and less

rejection, hostile control, inconsistent discipline, and

withdrawal of relations. Externals reported parents to be

less accepting and more lax in discipline. As for parents'

perception of their child-rearing practices, Davis and Phares'

data suggest that fathers of internals tend to see themselves

as more indulgent and less protective than mothers of inter-

nals, while the opposite pattern was found among parents of

externals.

In their second study, Davis and Phares concerned them-

selves with the relationship between parents' I-E orientation

and their children's acquisition of the belief. Contrary to

expectations, no relationship was found between parent and

child I-E scores. The researchers did find indications that

fathers with children whose I-E orientation is similar to

their own are less likely to be perceived by their children

as disciplinarians and also are more likely to be perceived

as rejecting than fathers with children whose I-E orientation

is less similar to their own. Also, mother-child I-E similar-

ity was associated with lower disciplinarian and higher indul-

gence scores in contrast to dissimilar mothers and daughters.

MacDonald (1971) found relatively stronger internal

control orientations for subjects who described their moth-

ers as being more nurturant, having more predictable stand-

ards for the child's behavior, and providing more achievement
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pressure. Subjects who reported mothers as being (a) more

protective, (b) inclined to deprive them of priviledges, and

(c) inclined to use affective punishment (for males only) had

stronger external control orientations.

Epstein and Komorita (1971) evaluated personality and

situational parameters relating to the I-E dimension by in-

vestigating self-esteem and success-failure treatments.

They found that failure, but not success, experiences were

attributed to external causes and that high self-esteem sub-

jects were more internal than low or moderate self-esteem

subjects. More important to the present discussion were

some ancillary findings of their study. Using Schaefer's

(1965) Children's Report of Parent Behavior Inventory (CRPBI)

as a measure of construct validity for their Success-Failure

scale, Epstein and Komorita obtained data to the effect that

the tendency to externalize failure correlated significantly

with the Inconsistent Discipline factor of the CRPBI. This

finding tends to confirm the assumption that parental disci-

pline characterized by excessive, hostile control as well as

inconsistency relates significantly to externality.

While providing information regarding what sort of

parental and cultural characteristics are related to I-E

orientations, none of the above studies tell us in a non-

circular fashion why such characteristics have their effects

or even if they are causally related at all. It is not suf-

ficient to say that internalizers are produced by permissive,
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nurturing, approving, predictable and non-rejecting parents.

Such declarations tend to obscure the fact that we really do

not have a good explanation for why such behaviors are relat-

ed to I-E.

Rotter (1966) has speculated that the origins of I-E are

to be found in the consistency of parental discipline and the

predictability of parental behavior. Some support for this

hypothesis has been provided by Davis and Phares (1969),

MacDonald (1971), and Epstein and Komorita (1971). Each

of these studies found that inconsistent parental disci-

pline was positively related to an external locus of con-

trol. It seems likely that children who are unable to

anticipate parental discipline tend to believe that inter-

personal events are rather unpredictable and therefore

cannot be brought under control. Consistent parental

behavior, on the other hand, would allow greater oppor-

tunity to perceive causal relationships between one's own

behavior and the outcomes that follow from it.

Striking corroborative experimental evidence has been pro-

vided by Seligman and Maier (1967) in their work concerning

"learned helplessness" in dogs. Sel igman and Maier found that

the exposure of dogs to a severe shock for which there was

no effective avoidance or escape behavior soon produced passive

animals who were no longer sensitive to a contingency when

it was introduced. In effect the dogs became externalizers

submitting to extremely painful shock with no attempt at
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escape or avoidance. Even when led through the contingency

sequence, the majority of the animals failed to attend to

the now contingent situation.

In light of the Seligman and Maier study, along with

the indications provided by the Davis and Phares, MacDonald,

and Epstein and Komorita studies, it appears fruitful to

look for I-E antecedents in the individual's perception of

the consistency and predictability with which his parents

dispensed rewards and punishments. Operationally defined,

consistency and predictability become contingency of reward

and punishment. Thus, it would be expected that the more

contingent reward and punishment to which an individual was

exposed relative to noncontingent reward and punishment, the

more internal would be his orientation and vice versa for

externality.

In addition to the relationship between the contingency

of parental behavior and I-E, it also seemed useful to inves-

tigate the relationship between other forms of parental be-

havior and the I-E dimension. Toward this end it seemed

likely that certain scales of the Roe-Siegelman (1963)

Parent-Child Relations Questionnaire (PCR) would be closely

related to locus of control orientation since the PCR was

devised to obtain a measure of the characteristic behavior

of parents towards their children, as experienced and re-

ported by the child.
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The PCR consists of ten subscales which characterize

parental behavior as Protecting, Demanding, Rejecting, Neg-

lecting, Casual, Loving, Symbolic-Love Reward, Direct-Object

Reward, Symbolic-Love Punishment, and Direct-Object Punish-

ment. The Protective scale includes parents who give the

child's interests first priority, are very indulgent, and

are demonstratively affectionate. They select the child's

friends carefully and protect him from other children and

experiences in which he may suffer disappointment, discom-

fort, or injury. They are highly intrusive and reward de-

pendency. The Demanding scale describes parents who set high

standards of accomplishment in particular areas. They impose

strict regulations and demand unquestioning obediance. These

parents are extremely punitive. They do not try to find out

what the child is thinking or feeling, rather they tell him

what to think and feel. Rejecting parents follow the extreme

patterns of the Demanding group, but their behavior becomes

rejecting when they reject the childishness of the child.

They may also reject him as an individual. They are cold,

hostile, and derogate the child, making fun of his inade-

quacies and problems. They have no regard for the child's

point of view and the regulations they establish are not for

the purpose of training the child, but rather for protecting

the parent from his intrusions. Neglecting parents pay little

attention to the child, giving him a minimum of physical care

and no affection at all. They are cold, but not derogatory
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or hostile. They leave the child alone, but do not go out

of their way to avoid him. Casual parents pay more atten-

tion to the child than the previous group and are mildly

affectionate. They will be responsive to him if they are

not busy doing something else. They do not think about

the child or plan for him very much, but take him as part

of the general situation. They make little effort to train

the child, have few rules, and make little effort to enforce

those they have. Loving parents give the child warm and

loving attention. They try to help him with things that

are important to him, but are not intrusive. They are more

likely to reason with the child than to punish him, but they

will punish him. They give praise, but not indiscriminately.

They encourage independence and are willing to let him take

chances in order to grow towards it. Symbolic-Love Reward

characterizes parents who praise their children for approved

behavior, give them special attention, and are affection-

ately demonstrative. Direct-Object Reward characterizes

parents who reward approved behavior through the giving of

money, toys, special trips, or relief from chores. Symbolic-

Love Punishment describes parents who shame the child in

front of others, isolate him, and withdraw affection from

him. Direct-Object Punishment describes parents who use

physical punishment, taking away playthings, reducing

allowance, denying promised trips and so on.
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The major goals of this study, then, were to determine

the relationship, if any, between (1) contingency (or lack

thereof) of reward and punishment and the I-E variable;

(2) categories of parental behavior as described by Roe

and Siegelman (1963) and I-E tendencies; and (3) contin-

gency of reward and punishment and the Roe-Siegelman pa-

rental behavior categories. It was hypothesized that there

would be a significant positive correlation between contin-

gent reward and punishment and an internal orientation, and,

conversely, a significant negative relationship between non-

contingent reward and punishment and an internal orientation.

That is, parents who are perceived as administering contin-

gent reward and punishment would tend to produce children of

an internal orientation while parents who punish noncontin-

gently would tend to produce externalizers. Further, a

significant positive correlation was hypothesized between

the Roe-Siegelman category called Loving and an internal

orientation, while significant negative correlations were

hypothesized between Roe and Siegelman's Protecting, Demand-

ing, Rejecting, and Neglecting categories of parent behaviors

and an internal orientation. Regarding relationships between

contingency of reward and punishment and the Roe-Siegelman

categories, a significant positive relationship was hypothe-

sized between contingent reward and the Loving category as

well as between contingent punishment and the Loving and

Demanding categories. A significant positive relationship
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was hypothesized between noncontingent reward and the Pro-

tective, Casual, and Rewarding categories. Noncontingent

punishment was hypothesized to be related positively to the

Rejecting, Neglecting, and Punishing categories.

Method

Apparatus

In order to test the above sets of hypotheses, some

measure of an individual's past exposure to contingent or

noncontingent experiences with rewards and punishments was

required. To this end a 54-item Contingency of Rewards and

Punishments Questionnaire (CRP) was devised which sampled

three forms of both reward and punishment along the

contingent/noncontingent continuum (see Appendix A).

These three forms of reward and punishment were (1) direct

object, (2) symbolic, and (3) nonspecific. The direct

object forms refer to such things as special treats and

spankings, while "symbolic" refers strictly to verbal

rewards and punishments, such as being praised or scolded.

The third form, "nonspecific," covers the whole range of

perceived actions by simply using such statements as "re-

warded me" or "punished me." It was felt that factor

analysis would determine whether any particular forms of

reward and punishment were perceived as being relevant to

the contingency concept as opposed to a generalized feel-

ing of contingent reward or punishment. A Mother form and
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a Father form of the questionnaire were created in order to

measure the perceived contingency of rewards and punishments

as delivered by mothers and fathers. Item content was iden-

tical for the two forms.

Characteristic of the contingent reward factor are items

such as "My mother always got me a special treat when I be-

haved well, but rarely did so when I didn't deserve it." The

noncontingent reward factor is composed of such items as "My

mother usually got me a special treat when I behaved well,

but was just as likely to do so when I didn't deserve it."

The contingent punishment factor is composed of items such

as "My mother always punished me when I misbehaved, but

never did so when I didn't deserve it." The noncontingent

punishment items were of the following nature: "My mother

always punished me when I misbehaved, but was just as likely

to do so when I didn't deserve it."

Data for the study was obtained by the administration

of five questionnaires to each subject. The questionnaires

administered were, in order, (1) Rotter's I-E Scale (Rotter,

1966), (2) CRP Questionnaire (Mothers), (3) CRP Questionnaire

(Fathers), (4) PCR Questionnaire (Mothers), (5) PCR Question-

naire (Fathers). Scores were obtained for the I-E scale and

the ten scales of the PCR. A factor analysis was performed

on the items of the CRP Questionnaires from which four main,

primarily unipolar, factors emerged for each parent. For

mothers these were, in order of percentage of variance
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accounted for, noncontingent punishment (17%), noncontingent

reward (12%), contingent reward (8%), and contingent punish-

ment (7%). For fathers they were contingent reward (20%),

noncontingent reward (13%), noncontingent punishment (12%),

and contingent punishment (7%). Factor scores were obtained

for each of the factors and used in the present study to

measure parental contingency of reward and punishment.

The contingent reward factor describes a highly con-

tingent reward system in which rewards or reinforcements

are almost always provided contingent upon some parentally

desired behavior of the child and almost never given when

they are, not deserved. On the other hand, the noncontin-

gent reward factor describes a distribution of rewards which

is generally independent of any parentally desired behavior

on the part of the child; rather, rewards are given indiscrim-

inately and regardless of whether they are deserved or not.

The contingent punishment factor describes a highly contin-

gent punishment system in which punitive measures are almost

always administered following some breach of parentally de-

sired behaviors on the part of the child and almost never

administered when undeserved. Conversely, the noncontingent

punishment factor describes an unsystematic approach to

punishment in which punishment is rarely perceived by the

child as being related to improper action on his part.
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Subjects

Subjects for the study were drawn from a pool of uni-

versity students enrolled in introductory psychology courses.

A total of 105 subjects, 50 males and 55 females, partici-

pated in the study. Sixty-five of the subjects were fresh-

men, while twenty-one were sophomores, eleven were juniors,

and eight were seniors.

Analysis

Correlation coefficients were obtained for all combina-

tions of variables and were computed for each sex with regard

to each parental relationship, i.e., males and their mothers,

males and their fathers, females and their mothers, and

females and their fathers. The Rotter I-E scale was scored

in such fashion that a higher score indicated a more internal

orientation and a lower score a more external orientation.

Results

Means and standard deviations, by sex, for each parental

relationship are given in Tables 1, 2, and 3. It can be seen

TABLE 1

MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR I-E SCORES, BY SEX

Male Female

Mean SD Mean SD

11.360 3.579 11.818 3.300

;imaam
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that females, on the average, scored only slightly higher

than males and were a somewhat more homogeneous group on

Rotter's I-E scale. The means and standard deviations

of the maternal behavior variables are presented in

Table 2

TABLE 2

MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR THE MATERNAL BEHAVIOR
VARIABLES AS PERCEIVED BY MALES AND FEMALES

Males Females
Variable

Mean SD Mean SD

Noncont. Pun. - 0.1179 0.9821 0.1073 1.0129
Noncont. Rew. 0.0340 1.0528 - 0.0309 0.9581
Cont. Rew. - 0.0092 1.0242 0.0084 0.9868
Cont. Pun. - 0.0124 0.9080 0.0113 1.0851
Protective 45.3400 7.1958 43.3273 6.5548
Pun., Sym. Lov. 30.6000 6.3342 31.4000 6.4164
Rejecting 58.2200 8.9038 60.9455 9.0214
Casual 43.9000 8.9083 42.4545 8.3551
Rew., Sym. Lov. 23.7000 6.3157 23.6727 6.2629
Demanding 44.3400 7.5231 46.9091 8.8428
Pun., Dir. Obj. 30.7600 7.2353 33.5273 8.2211
Loving 32.3000 8.6573 29.6364 9.7475
Neglecting 59.8000 9.3939 60.9455 8.8158
Rew., Dir. Obj. 28.0600 6.2414 28.8000 6.9639

Table 3 presents the means and standard deviations of the

paternal behavior variables.
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TABLE 3

MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR THE PATERNAL BEHAVIOR
VARIABLES AS PERCEIVED BY MALES AND FEMALES

Males Females
Variable

Mean SD Mean SD

Cont.Rew. - 0.1169 1.0122 0.1064 0.9859
Noncont. Rew. 0.1438 0.8939 - 0.1307 1.0790
Noncont. Pun. - 0.2062 0.9386 0.1875 1.0254
Cont. Pun. - 0.0480 0.9199 0.0437 1.0743
Protective 47.6600 7.2467 43.5818 9.1787
Pun., Sym. Lov. 31.2200 6.7772 32.8909 6.9540
Rejecting 55.1600 10.0881 58.2545 11.6033
Casual 46.4400 9.6577 43.5091 10.4117
Rew., Sym. Lov. 27.6000 6.8482 25.0182 7.2149
Demanding 41.7600 8.9136 44.3818 9.7705
Pun., Dir. Obj. 30.1200 7.1675 34.5455 9.2812
Loving 36.1000 10.5835 33.3091 11.9627
Neglecting 56.5600 10.4220 57.6909 10.8027
Rew., Dir. Obj. 30.9600 6.9516 30.3636 9.0623

Tables 4 and S present the correlation coefficients

obtained when, respectively, the maternal and paternal CRP

and PCR variables for males and females were correlated

with each sex's I-E scores. It can be seen from Table 4

that for males the only maternal score significantly re-

lated to I-E is noncontingent punishment (p < .05). This

relationship was negative. For females, no significant

relationship between I-E and any of the maternal CRP or

PCR variables was obtained.
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TABLE 4

CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS OF MATERNAL CRP FACTORS AND

PCR SCALES WITH I-E SCORES FOR MALES AND FEMALES

Variable Male I-E Female I-E

Noncont. Pun. -0.2735* -0.0861
Noncont. Rew. -0.0842 0.0941
Cont. Rew. 0.0748 0.0933
Cont. Pun. 0.0031 0.1397
Protective -0.0762 0.1098
Pun., Sym. Lov. -0.1952 0.0035
Rejecting -0.1287 0.0109
Casual -0.1371 -0.0661
Rew., Sym. Lov. 0.0356 0.0096
Demanding -0.1274 -0.2227
Pun., Dir. Obj. 0.1437 -0.0039
Loving 0.0491 -0.0522
Neglecting -0.1016 -0.0048
Rew., Dir. Obj. 0.1004 0.1474

*p_< .05

TABLE 5

CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS OF PATERNAL CRP FACTORS AND
PCR SCALES WITH I-E SCORES FOR MALES AND FEMALES

Variable Male I-E Female I-E

Cont. Rew. -0.0363 0.1565
Noncont. Rew. -0.0036 0.1022
Noncont. Pun. -0.2758* -0.0974
Cont. Pun. 0.2807* 0.2342*
Protective 0.0143 0.0843
Pun., Sym. Lov. -0.0749 0.1468
Rejecting -0.1786 -0.0848
Casual -0.0956 -0.0803
Rew., Sym. Lov. 0.1875 0.1114
Demanding 0.0527 0.0981
Pun., Dir. Obj. 0.0572 0.2137
Loving 0.2275 0.1515
Neglecting -0.2189 -0.1730
Rew., Dir. Obj. 0.0900 0.2685*

*p_< .05

buWARWOONOW"
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Inspection of Table 5 indicates that for males, Contin-

gent Punishment relates positively and significantly to an

internal orientation (p < .05) while Noncontingent Punishment

is related significantly in the negative direction to an in-

ternal orientation (p < .05). There is no relationship for

males between any of the paternal PCR variables and I-E. For

females, of the CRP variables, only Contingent Punishment is

related significantly and positively to an internal orienta-

tion (p. < .05). Direct Object Reward from the PCR variables

relates positively and significantly to an internal orienta-

tion (p. < .05).

Tables 6, 7, 8, and 9 present the relationships

between the CRP factors and the PCR scales. Table 6

TABLE 6

CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS OF MATERNAL CRP FACTORS
WITH PCR SCALES FOR MALES

CRP Factors
Variable

NCP NCR CR CP

Protective 0.3294** 0.4842** 0.1047 -0.0902
Pun., Sym. Lov. 0.4171** -0.0576 0.0802 0.1718
Rejecting 0.5295** 0.0844 -0.0806 -0.0673
Casual 0.0800 0.6402** -0.1870 -0.2165
Rew., Sym. Lov. -0.2168 0.5587** 0.2569** 0.1238
Demanding 0.4629** -0.3255* 0.0781 0.1627
Pun., Dir. Obj. 0.1915 -0.3201 0.0972 0.2661*
Loving -0.2961* 0.3277* 0.2425* 0.1932
Neglecting 0.6500** 0.2108 -0.0917 -0.1683
Rew., Dir. Obj. -0.1218 0.4143 0.2219 -0.0627

*P < .01.
**p < .05.
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shows that, for males, the maternal PCR scales labeled Pro-

tective, Direct Object Punishment, Rejecting, and Demanding

are all positively and significantly related to Noncontingent

Punishment (2 < .01), while Loving is negatively related to

Noncontingent Punishment (p < .05). Likewise, the Protective,

Casual, Rewarding (Direct Object and Symbolic Love) and Loving

scales are positively and significantly related to Noncontin-

gent Reward, while the Demanding and Direct Object Punishment

scales are significantly and negatively related to Noncontin-

gent Reward. Only maternal Symbolic-Love Reward and Loving

are positively related to Contingent Reward and only Direct

Object Punishment relates significantly and positively to

Contingent Punishment. Table 7 shows that, for females, the

TABLE 7

CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS OF MATERNAL CRP FACTORS
WITH PCR SCALES FOR FEMALES

CRP Factors
Variable

NCP NCR CR CP

Protective 0.0254 0.3462** 0.2758* 0.0321
Pun., Sym. Lov. 0.3876** -0.1750 -0.0383 -0.2445*
Rejecting 0.5233** -0.0482 -0.0899 -0.3114*
Casual -0.1245 0.1558 -0.1888 0.0348
Rew., Sym. Lov. -0.1735 0.1834 0.2642* 0.1333
Demanding 0.5563** -0.2799* 0.1292 -0.1655
Pun., Dir. Obj. 0.4963** -0.2554* 0.0430 -0.1471
Loving -05356** 0.1426 0.1817 0.3255**
Neglecting 0.4809** -0.1629 -0.0045 -0.2599*
Rew., Dir. Obj. 0.0229 0.3985** 0.3347* 0.0812

**2 < .01.
*2 < .05.
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maternal PCR scales labeled Punishment (both Direct Object

and Symbolic Love), Rejecting, Demanding, and Neglecting are

all positively and significantly related to Noncontingent

Punishment, while Loving is negatively and significantly

related to Noncontingent Punishment. With regard to Noncon-

tingent Reward, only the Protective and Direct Object Reward

scales relate significantly in the positive direction, while

Demanding and Direct Object Punishment relate significantly

to this factor in a negative direction. Contingent Reward

is related positively and significantly to the scales Pro-

tective, Symbolic Love Reward and Direct Object Reward.

Contingent Punishment significantly relates in a positive

direction only with Loving, but negatively and significantly

with Symbolic Love Punishment, Rejecting, and Neglecting.

TABLE 8

CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS OF PATERNAL CRP FACTORS

WITH PCR SCALES FOR MALES

CRP Factors
Variables

CR NCR NCP CP

Protective 0.3690** 0.3135* 0.0101 -0.1535
Pun., Sym. Lov. 0.1179 0.0539 0.5996** 0.1106
Rejecting -0.1371 0.1738 0.6710** -0.1489
Casual -0.0883 0.5016** -0.1010 -0.5331**
Rew., Sym. Lov. 0.4318** 0.0573 -0.3412** 0.2772*
Demanding 0.0063 -0.3337* 0.3547** 0.4013**
Pun., Dir. Obj. 0.0117 -0.1629 0.4095** 0.3947**
Loving 0.1968 0.0327 -0.3231* 0.3681**
Neglecting -0.1702 0.2424 0.5634** -0.3572**
Rew., Dir. Obj. 0.2335 0.4432** -0.0379 -0.0310

**< .01.
* < .05.
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Table 8 presents data to the effect that, for males, the

Paternal PCR scales designated Protecting and Symbolic Love

Reward are positively and significantly related to Contingent

Reward (p < .01). Noncontingent Reward is related positively

to the Protective (p < .05) and Direct Object Reward scale

(P < .01), while being negatively related to the Demanding

scale (p < .05). The Noncontingent Punishment factor for

paternal behavior as perceived by males is shown to be

positively related to Symbolic Love Punishment (p < .01),

Rejecting (p < .01), Demanding (p < .05), Direct Object

Punishment (p < .01), and Neglecting (p < .01), while be-

ing negatively related to Symbolic Love Reward (p < .01)

and Loving (p < .05). Contingent Punishment by fathers as

TABLE 9

CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS OF PATERNAL CRP FACTORS
WITH PCR SCALES FOR FEMALES

CRP Factors
Variable

CR NCR fCP CP

Protective 0.2981* 0.4888** 0.0947 0.1207
Pun., Sym. Lov. 0.0556 -0.1374 0.5317** 0.1382
Rejecting -0.1331 -0.1576 0.5535** -0.1207
Casual 0.1991 0.3174* -0.03840** -0.2415*
Rew., Sym. Lov. 0.4627** 0.2372* -0.1733 0.2417*
Demanding 0.0827 -0.0941 0.5502** 0.1745
Pun., Dir. Obj. 0.0701 -0.0885 0.6027** 0.1581
Loving 0.3172* 0.2709* -0.5259** 0.2034
Neglecting -0.1381 -0.1652 0.4146** -0.3014*
Rew., Dir. Obj. 0.3339** 0.5257** -0.0537 0.1183

**p < .01.
*p < .05.
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perceived by males is positively related to Symbolic Love

Reward (p < .05), Demanding (p < .01), Direct Object Punish-

ment (p < .01), and Loving (p < .01), while being negatively

related to casual (p < .01) and Neglecting (p < .01). Table 9

presents data relating the paternal PCR scales to the CRP fac-

tors for females. It can be seen that paternal Contingent

Reward is positively related to Protecting (p < .05), Sym-

bolic Love Reward (p < .01), Loving (p < .05), and Direct

Object Reward (p < .01). Noncontingent Reward is positively

related to Protecting (P < .01), Casual (p < .05), Symbolic

Love Reward (p < .05), Loving (p < .05), and Direct Object

Reward (P < .01). Noncontingent Punishment is related

positively to Symbolic Love Punishment (p < .01), Reject-

ing (p < .01), Demanding (p < .01), Direct Object Punishment

(p < .01), and Neglecting (p < .01), but is negatively re-

lated to Casual (p < .01) and Loving (p < .01). Paternal

Contingent Punishment is, for females, related positively

to Symbolic Love Reward (p < .05), while being negatively

related to Casual (p < .05) and Neglecting (p < .05).

Discussion

The first set of hypotheses, namely, that internal

tendencies are positively related to contingent reward and

punishment and negatively related to noncontingent reward

and punishment received some support in the present study.

Four of the sixteen hypothesized relationships between the
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contingency factors and I-E reached the required level of

significance; however, in several cases no relationship at

all was obtained. The significant relationships obtained

were observed to vary in accordance with the sex of parent

and child. Maternal and paternal noncontingent punishment

were negatively and significantly related for males to an

internal orientation, while paternal contingent punishment

related positively and significantly with internality. For

females, there were no significant maternal contingency

factors and only paternal contingent punishment related

significantly and positively to internality. While these

results are not inconsistent with the findings of Davis

and Phares (1969), MacDonald (1971), and Epstein and

Komorita (1971), it seems apparent that other variables,

such as differential parental child rearing practices for

sons and daughters by each parent, influence the development

of I-E orientations.

The data most clearly indicates that contingency and/

or noncontingency of punishment is a prime determinant of

I-E tendencies. That is, to the extent that relationships

were observed between internality and the contingency var-

iables, the significant relationships occurred between

locus of control and the punishment factors, while no sig-

nificant relationships were observed between locus of con-

trol and either of the reward factors for either males or

females. This finding is in agreement with Seligman's (1967)
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previously described work concerning the "learned helpless-

ness" construct and more particularly with the recent work

of Hiroto (1974) demonstrating the identity of "learned

helplessness" and the I-E construct. The "learned help-

lessness" hypothesis suggests that inescapable aversive

stimulation produces an expectancy that the organism is

helpless to deal with situations involving that aversive

stimulus. Hiroto's study demonstrated that externalizers

respond in a learning situation like the "learned helpless-

ness" subjects who have been exposed to inescapable aversive

stimulation. Thus, inescapable aversive stimulation seems

to be the experimental analogue of noncontingent parental

punishment.

The second set of hypotheses, relating internality

positively to Loving and negatively to Protecting, Demand-

ing, Rejecting, and Neglecting, was rejected in that the

Loving scale of the PCR did not relate significantly in any

instance to an internal orientation. Nor did the Protecting,

Demanding, Rejecting, or Neglecting scales relate signifi-

cantly to externality. The only significant relationship

was between female internality and paternal Direct Object

Rewardingness. These results are not readily explicable

since other researchers have consistently found that inter-

nality is positively related to such components of the

Loving scale as warmth, supportiveness, nurturance, and

positive involvement, while externality has been found to
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be positively related to such behaviors as dominance, rejec-

tion, over-protectiveness, and withdrawal of relations

(Katkovsky et al., 1967; Davis & Phares, 1969; MacDonald,

1971) .

The last set of hypotheses involved the relationship

between the CRP factors and certain of the PCR scales. This

set of hypotheses received general support in that the CRP

factors related as expected to the appropriate PCR scales.

This finding lends construct validity to the CRP factors as

indicators of contingent and noncontingent parental behavior.

While most of the relationships are straightforward and

warrant no elaboration, several of the factors at times

appear to be a function of the specific parent and child

relationship. For example, while the Contingent Punishment

factor generally conforms to expectations with regard to PCR

scales, in the case of males and their mothers only maternal

Direct Object Punishment relates significantly to the factor.

In similar fashion, girls seem to view maternal contingent

reward as more closely related to maternal protectiveness

rather than maternal lovingness. These departures from

expectation seem again indicative of differences in the

manner in which mothers and fathers differentially approach

the rearing of sons and daughters.

It was thought that certain forms of parental behavior

would be independent of sex of parent or child as correlates

of I-E orientation of children. This was not generally the
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case, however, and it appears that mothers and fathers react

differentially depending upon whether the interaction is with

sons or daughters. Such an interpretation is substantially

in accord with the findings of Chance (1965) and Katkovsky

et al. (1967), as well as being in general agreement with

the current body of knowledge concerning parental child

rearing practices.

In summary, it would seem appropriate to investigate

further locus of control and its relationships to the con-

tingency or noncontingency with which parents and other

authority figures, such as teachers, punish children. It

also appears fruitful to investigate parental antecedents

of locus of control as a function of differential treatment

of boys and girls by mothers and fathers, examining both

cross-parent and cross-sex consistencies and inconsistencies.

As a rule, mothers of most cultures treat their sons very

differently than they treat their daughters. Fathers also

rear their sons and daughters differentially, but do not

necessarily have the same system of expectations and pat-

terns of child rearing as their mates. It is these complex

arrangements and combinations of differential treatment that

require investigation in order to more fully understand the

antecedents of locus of control.



APPENDIX A

REWARDS AND PUNISHMENTS QUESTIONNAIRE

MOTHERS/FATHERS

Below are a number of statements which describe dif-
ferent ways that mothers/fathers act toward their children
with regard to dispensing rewards and punishments. Read
each statement carefully and think how well it describes
your mother/father while you were growing up. Think espe-
clally about the time before you were 12.

On the separate answer sheet there are five columns
with blank spaces below in which to check your answer.
Each question is labeled either Very True, Tended to be
True, Tended to be neither True or Untrue, Tended to be
Untrue, Very Untrue. Check the blank beneath the heading
that indicates how true you think each statement was of
your mother/father.

Many of the items may appear to be very similar. How-
ever, please try to respond to each item independently when
making your choice. Do not be influenced by your previous
choices.

28
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My mother/father

1. was certain to punish me when I misbehaved, but never
did so when I didn't deserve it.

2. usually praised me when I behaved well, but also fre-
quently did so when I didn't deserve it.

3. was certain to give me a special treat when I behaved
well, but rarely did so when I didn't deserve it.

4. rarely spanked me when I misbehaved, but was just as
likely to spank me when I didn't deserve it.

5. was certain to reward me when I behaved well , but never
did so when I didn't deserve it.

6. usually spanked me when I misbehaved, but also frequently
did so when I didn't deserve it.

7. rarely rewarded me when I behaved well, but never did so
when I didn't deserve it.

8. was certain to spank me when I misbehaved, but was just
as likely to spank me when I didn't deserve it.

9. was certain to praise me when I behaved well, but rarely
did so when I didn't deserve it.

10. usually scolded me when I misbehaved, but never did so
when I didn't deserve it.

11. rarely rewarded me when I behaved well, and was just as
likely to reward me when I didn't deserve it.

12. rarely punished me when I misbehaved but also rarely did
so when I didn't deserve it.

13. usually rewarded me when I behaved well, but also fre-
quently rewarded me when I didn't deserve it.

14. usually scolded me when I misbehaved, but rarely did so
when I didn't deserve it.

15. rarely gave me a special treat when I behaved well, but
never did so when I didn't deserve it.

16. was certain to scold me when I misbehaved, but was just
as likely to do so when I didn't deserve it.
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17. usually gave me a special treat when I behaved well,
but never did so when I didn't deserve it.

18. rarely punished me when I misbehaved and never did so
when I didn't deserve it.

19. was certain to reward me when I behaved well, but just
as likely to reward me when I had done nothing to de-
serve it.

20. was certain to spank me when I misbehaved, but never
did so when I didn't deserve it.

21. usually praised me when I behaved well, but rarely did
so when I didn't deserve it.

22. rarely spanked me when I misbehaved, but never did so
when I didn't deserve it.

23. was certain to give me a special treat when I behaved
well, but also frequently got me special things when
I didn't.

24. usually punished me when I misbehaved, but never did
so when I didn't deserve it.

25. rarely praised me when I behaved well and was just as
likely to do so when I didn't deserve it.

26. was certain to punish me when I misbehaved, but was
just as likely to punish me when I didn't.

27. rarely scolded me when I misbehaved and never did so
when I didn't deserve it.

28. was certain to reward me when I behaved well, but also
frequently rewarded me when I didn't deserve it.

29. usually scolded me when I misbehaved, but also fre-
quently did so when I didn't deserve it.

30. rarely gave me a special treat when I behaved well and
was just as likely to do so when I hadn't.

31. was certain to scold me when I misbehaved, but never
did so when I didn't deserve it.

32. usually rewarded me when I behaved well, but rarely
did so when I didn't deserve it.
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33. usually spanked me when I misbehaved, but rarely did
so when I didn't deserve it.

34. rarely praised me when I behaved well and never did so
when I didn't deserve it.

35. was certain to punish me when I misbehaved, but also fre-
quently punished me when I didn't deserve it.

36. usually gave me a special treat when I behaved well, but
also frequently did so when I didn't deserve it.

37. rarely scolded me when I misbehaved, but was just as
likely to when I didn't deserve it.

38. was certain to praise me when I behaved well, but was
just as likely to praise me when I didn't deserve it.

39. was certain to spank me when I misbehaved, but fre-
quently spanked me when I didn't deserve it.

40. usually gave me a special treat when I behaved well, but
rarely did so when I didn't deserve it.

41. was certain to scold me when I misbehaved, but rarely
did so when I didn't deserve it.

42. was certain to reward me when I behaved well, but
rarely rewarded me when I didn't deserve it.

43. usually spanked me when I misbehaved, but never did
so when I didn't deserve it.

44. was certain to praise me when I behaved well, but never
did so when I didn't deserve it.

45, usually punished me when I misbehaved, but also fre-
quently did so when I didn't misbehave.

46. was certain to give me a special treat when I behaved
well, but was just as likely to do so when I hadn't.

47. was certain to.scold me when I misbehaved, but also
frequently did so when I didn't deserve it.

48. usually rewarded me when I behaved well, but never did
so when I didn't deserve it.

49. usually punished me when I misbehaved, but rarely did
so when I didn't deserve it.
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50. was certain to give me a special treat when I behaved
well, but never did so when I didn't deserve it.

51. was certain to punish me when I misbehaved and rarely
did so when I didn't deserve it.

52. usually praised me when I behaved well, but never did
so when I didn't deserve it.

53. was certain to spank me when I misbehaved, but rarely
did so when I didn't deserve it.

54. was certain to praise me when I behaved well, but also
frequently did so when I didn't deserve it.

"*W
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